Abstract .In signal denoise method to nonlinear time series based on principle manifold learning, reduction target dimension is chosen at random, which cause low efficiency. Local low dimensional manifold is obtained by the eigenvalue decomposition to the covariance matrix, but covariance belongs to the second order statistics and cannot reflect the nonlinear essential structure of signal, these reduce denoise efficiency and effect. In order to solve these problem, a new denoise algorithm based on the higher order cumulant and local tangent space mean reconstruction is proposed in this reserch. First, the signal's intrinsic dimension is obtained as dimension of reduction targets by maximum likelihood estimation. And then making use of restraining character to colored noise of high order cumulan,covariance matrix is constructed by high order cumulant function instead of second order moment function. The data outside intrinsic dimension space will be regarded as noise signal to be eliminated. Finanly the process of global array by affine transformation will be replaced by mean reconstruction,the data after denoise may be obtained in the inverse process of the phase space reconstruction. The effectiveness of the algorithm is verified through the denoise experiment in fan vibration signal with noise.
Introduction
When the mechanical system runs, the status signal with noise and interference are generally nonlinear and nonstationary, signal and noise have similar wide spectral characteristic.Traditional denoise methods are mainly filter technology based on linear smoothing, which can not produce very good noise reduction effect, so the design of nonlinear denoise filter becomes necessary. Phase space reconstruction is an important tool for nonlinear dynamic analysis. The denoise algorithm based on phase space reconstruction have singular spectrum method [1] , local projective method [2] [3] and so on,but they are iterative local neighborhood methods, not considering the global structure information of manifold.In 2000, Roweis and Seung had simultaneously published research papers about manifold learning in Science [4] [5] , proposed Isometric Feature Mapping (ISOMAP) [4] and Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [5] algorithms,and successfully applied them to graph recognition.As a starting point, researchers had launched a variety of algorithms,such as Laplace Mapping (LE) [6] , Local Tangent Space Alignment ( LTSA) [7] and other algorithms [8] .
To signal noise reduction, Yang Jianhong has proposed noise reduction algorithm based on phase reconstruction and manifold recognition [9] which also called LTSA denoise algorithm.
The LTSA denoise algorithm has better effcet by taking the appropriate parameters, but the choice of target dimension is stochastic and uncertain scope, local tangent space coordinates are obtained from singular value decomposition to neighbors second order statistic reflecting the linear correlation in the phase space, data may be distorted in the prosess of global array and signal reverse solution, these will lead to low efficiency and effect of noise reduction. In order to solve these question, signal denoise method based on the higher order cumulant and local tangent space mean reconstruction （The simple form is HOC-LTSMR）is proposed. First, the signal's intrinsic dimension is obtained as dimension of reduction targets by maximum likelihood estimation. And then making use of restraining character to colored noise of high order cumulan,covariance matrix is constructed by high order cumulant function instead of second order moment function. The data outside intrinsic dimension space will be regarded as noise signal to be eliminated. Finanly the process of global array by affine transformation will be replaced by mean reconstruction,the data after denoise may be obtained in the inverse process of the phase space reconstruction. Experiments on blower's vibrating signal show that this method has better denoise effect.
Construction of the covariance matrix based on third order cumulant
As one kind of nonlinear signal processing tool, higher order statistic can reflect the nonlinear structure of signal and system, and also better suppress the disturbance of noise. The higher order statistics's main application in the signal processing domain are as followed: the recognition of signal nonlinear characteristics, the reduction of colored Gaussian noise, the extraction of information deviation from the gaussian distribution, the reconstruction of non-minimum phase signal and so on [10] [11] [12] . The definition of higher order moment and higher orde cumulant to random variables are as followed. Suppose )} ( { n x is the zero average value and k order stationary random process, the k order moment is defined as
expresses the operation operator striving for the mathematic expectation.According to higher order moment and higher order cumulant transformation relation, the higher order cumulant of )} ( { n x expresses as follows
Where ) , , (
is the k order moment function of the gauss signal having the same mean and autocorrelation function as )} ( { n x .when )} ( { n x is the gauss signal and
The first order cumulant expresses signal's mean， the second order cumulant expresses signal's autocorrelation function. The third order cumulant's expression is as follows:
In the above equation, k order moment's estimate expression is as followed
The covariance matrix A is constructed by ) , ( ) ( 
Signal denoise method based on HOC-LTSMR
In the singular spectrum denoise theory, by the singular value decomposition, the subspaces composed of the eigenvectors corresponding to the different eigenvalue form the ellipsoid or superellipsoid, eigenvalue is equal to the square of the ellipsoid half axle's square and the eigenvector has assigned half axle's direction. In the phase space,the The optimal projection direction is decided by eigenvectors corresponding to maximum eigenvalues. If the eigenvalue is small, the corresponding eigenvectors can be considered as noise to eliminate. Here the d biggest right singular vectors of the centralized neighborhood matrix form the local manifold of the phase space and carry the system's important information,other eigenvectors corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues are considered to generate from the noise and the disturbance, and should be assigned zero.
In this paper, the covariance matrix is constructed with the third order cumulant instead of second order moment function, intrinsic dimension by the maximum likelihood estimation inrcreases the efficiency of the dimension reduction, global mean reconstruction reduce the effects of the interference,which has realized denoise algorithm's optimization. Given 
where,
.The intrinsic dimension d is obtained by MLE,and is also regarded as reduction target dimension.
2). Select k , construct the neighborhood matrix 3). Make
A orthogonal singular value decomposition,thus
. S and C are respectively left and right singular vector matrix of covariance matrix ) (
, σ is singular value. Make the appropriate changes
is the track matrix by orthogonal projection, projection space 6). Reverse calculate one-dimensional signal by Eq.6.
Study on denoise experiment to the vibration signal of large fan
Reference 9 has proven that LTSA algorithm has good noise reduction effect to chaotic signals with white noise. In this experiment, vibration acceleration data with color noise is collected from cantilever fan in an aluminum company. Fan rated speed is 735 r/min，motor power is 475 KW. Fan system is simplified as Fig.1 , motor and bearing are fixed in cement concrete base, fan is fixed to the shaft, motor drives fan through shaft and coupling. Fan runs in big dust and electromagnetic interference environment, the vibration signals reflected equipment status contain much noise.In order to obtain effective signals, denoise must be Fig.2 , the measuring point of sensor near the fan side in the vertical direction. In the power spectrum, SHG and THG are very strong (base frequency is 12.25HZ), this shows that system has severe rub fault. The purpose of denoise is to highlight SHG and THG components and reduce the other frequency components. 
Conclusion
In the denoise algorithm based on LTSA，reduction target dimension are chosen at random, local tangent space coordinates are obtained from singular value decomposition to neighbors second order statistic reflecting the linear correlation in the phase space,and phase space data may be distorted in the prosess of dimension reducation,global array and signal reverse solution, they make efficiency and effect of noise reduction lower.we propose a new denoise algorithm named HOC-LTSMR, experiments for vibration signals with the colored noise show that this algorithm has better noise reduction effect than LTSA algorithm. 
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